
Imapping
A method of "faking" the normals of a surface,
so that thong lighting gives the appearance ofa bumpy.

Only works with Plong interpolation
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Displacements - in director of normals (u,r),

(*(u,V) =5(m,tdunceduetoan
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d-displacement - can be given
in a texture map,

It,o-can compete with finitedifferences.Alternately
the Texture Map holds duidr directly,
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HSL ar
sRGB.

(Firstpartof the
Color Chapter).
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(Must) humans see colors in 5 categoriesotherorRed, Green, Blue,

Pology Retina has

3 kinds of comes
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selectively sensitive to Red, Green

and Rods-sensive to light at to
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light level, butdon't
discern ofseparate colors
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theory of vision. Hering 1878
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(Most humans see color in

Red vs Green

Blue is Yellow

Light us Dark,

Pology: You retina encodes colors into these
three chennels



Btheories Light comes in a hD space

at standard levels of lumiacter

Any color visiblecola"c"can
be expressed as

8 =
xR +P +UB a+B+ N= 1

sometimes a, opor 0
< 0 Inegative



thecolasGreen. Ble -example an

mentors, ar this

Start with a black background,
screen

add red, green, blue light in mixtures.

#ectivecolorwith white a subtract out

Cyan, Magente or Yellow
Example-film, paint, inks, printed matter

OMNKK-black

Professional Printers
- Use CMIK + OGV-violet
- Large green



Nominal conversion between RGB and CMY

-
IS R = 1 - c c =1-R

1 = 1 - M M =1- G

B =1 = Y x =1- B

-resentation's
OpenGL often: floating point for Rots

values

Common representiate, 8-bits for R, G, B each
-

called 24-bit on 32-bit
color.

-

"millions URG BA A-"alpha"
colors" A transparency,

Oldiepresentation 16 bit color.
-

"thous ords 5 bits forRG, B, I-bit for A.
of colors"



color: 3 bits for Red

3. "Green
2 bits for Blue

taTok-uptable

Typically - fable of 250 mary 24 (52) bit colors

Each pixel in an image has a 8-bit byte specific

of the 256 colms.

GIF' use this. (Plus they in Lempel-Z,

ofUHDTV
compressionsa

uses either 10 or 12 bits for eachof

Red, Green. Blue,
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fangent fo
a Bezier curve the control

Defined for +(a,15 polygon of
the start& end

g(u) =p0 g(x) =ps
points

j'(0) = 3(p1 -5r) 5'1 = -(Ps-Pr(

Control enticity of glus be just 4 points PoiPiPips
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Font design: - Boundaries letters are
Bezier curves.
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Macturing


